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1 Introduction

1.1 Safety Warnings

● While in operation this machine can produce air up to 200 degrees Fahrenheit.
● While in operation this machine will produce dry ice “bullets” that can cause

frostbite upon contact to skin, eyes, or other bodily surfaces.
● This machine utilizes contents under pressure (up to 850 psi).
● The cleaning end effector can produce a static charge on itself and the cleaned

surface.
● The system uses 120 Volts AC electricity to power the unit; it can be deadly.
● The stream out of the end effector can cause frostbite upon contact with bodily

parts.

1.2 Safety Precautions

● Use general lab safety when operating this machine. (i.e. safety glasses, gloves,
ear plugs).

● Do not tamper or alter electrical connections while machine is powered on.
● Do not tamper or alter electrical connections if you are inexperienced with AC

electricity.
● Do not turn on input supplies without first checking the connections are tight and

uncompromised.
● Do not run machine without checking output connections are tight and

uncompromised.
● Do not touch end effector or cleaned area without first grounding both parts to

dissipate static charge.
● Do not stick objects inside the end effector outlet ports.



1.3 Overview of System

A system will have two main components; the control module and the end effector. The
control module is where the machine will prepare the input CO2 and Air for optimal
cleaning conditions. The end effector is where the system will mix the CO2 and Air to
facilitate surface cleaning.

Figure 1.1 – System Overview



1.3.1 Front Panel Interfaces
An operator will interact with one main component, the HMI. The HMI is a touchscreen
which will be used for all operator inputs and system displays; including normal use,
maintenance, and troubleshooting.

Figure 1.2 - Front Panel Interface



1.3.2 Back Panel Interfaces
On the rear of the machine an operator will find Air Input, CO2 input, End effector output, main
electrical supply and a remote IO interface. Air is supplied through a 1/4 NPT female bulkhead.
CO2 is supplied through a 1/8 NPT female bulkhead. The end effector fittings route air and CO2
to the nozzle(s), a 1/8 NPT fitting is used for the CO2 and a 1/4 NPT fitting is used for the air
(specific fittings will be supplied dependent on nozzle selection). The remote I/O interface allows
remote starting and stopping of the machine, as well as remote reset with fault, ready, cleaning
status feedback.

Figure 1.3 - Back Panel Interface



1.4 Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications

Requirements CE-1 CE-3 / CK-3 CE-6 / CK-6

Power Requirements 120 VAC 1-phase @ 15A

System Weight 20 lbs

System Dimensions
(LxWxH) 12.5” x 9.25” x 14.5”

Operating Temperature -4° to 131 °F (-20° to 55°C)

CO2 Gas Requirements 750 psi @ 4 lbs/hr 750 psi @ 12 lbs/hr 750 psi @ 24 lbs/hr

Air Requirements 100 psi @ 7 cfm 100 psi @ 21 cfm 100 psi @ 36 cfm

Air Cleanliness Class
(ISO 8573-1) 1.2.1

Max End Effectors 1

End Effector Hose
Length 120” (Custom lengths upon request)

Maximum Cleaning
speed 40 in/s (1000 mm/s)

Table 1.1 - System Requirements and Specifications



2. Unpacking & Initial Start up

2.1 Delivery/Pre-installation Inspection

Upon receipt of the system, review the “Delivery Checklist” to ensure all parts have been
received. Check for damages when unpacking components; damages may occur during
shipment if freight is not properly secured. Please contact Reliabotics if there are any
missing or damaged components.

Item Quantity

Control Module 1

End Effector 1

User Manual 1

Power Chord 1

AN3 Stainless Steel CO2 hose 1

AN6 or AN8 Black Nylon Braided Air
hose 1

Nozzle IO Cable 1

CO2 Nozzle Filter(s) 1

Remote I/O Cable 1

Table 2.1 - Delivery Checklist



2.2 Air and CO2 Plumbing

Use a 1/4 NPT male fitting to supply Clean Dry Air (ISO 8573-1, Class 1.2.1) to the
system; there is a 1/4 NPT female bulkhead on the rear of the machine to accept this
fitting. Air should be supplied at 100 psi or more; the system will require a flow rate
meeting, or exceeding, the value mentioned in the technical specifications table. Ensure
the connection is properly sealed by using Teflon tape or an equivalent product. (NOTE:
Moist or contaminated Air can damage the internals of the system and may void
the warranty if a failure is caused by improper supply. Must use Air filters for clean
and dry Air. Please contact Reliabotics for further assistance)

Use a 1/8 NPT male fitting to supply liquid CO2 to the system; there is a 1/8 NPT
female bulkhead on the rear of the machine to accept this fitting. CO2 should be
supplied in a liquid state at a minimum of 850 psi. The system will consume CO2 at a
rate mentioned in the technical specifications table (nozzle dependent). (NOTE:
Gaseous CO2 can damage the internals of the system and may void the warranty
if a failure is caused by improper supply. Always use 0.5 micron fluid filters for
CO2 lines provided by Reliabotics.)

Figure 2.1 - Air and CO2 Connections

Shown with typical input connections, ½” Quick-Connect Air fitting & ¼” Compression Fitting

Always keep the inlet and outlet fittings covered when not in use or not connected with
the supply lines. Use the red cap plugs provided by Reliabotics or anything similar.



2.3 Electrical Supply

The electrical supply is brought in through an AC power entry module located on the
upper left rear of the enclosure.

Figure 2.2 - Electrical Supply Connections

2.4 End Effector Installation

The End Effector (also called a nozzle) is connected to the machine using two hoses; an
AN3 stainless steel braided hose for CO2 and an AN6 or AN8 black nylon braided
hose for Air (Dependent on nozzle selection). These hoses connect to the rear of the
machine and the end effector via preinstalled fittings. Before running the machine ensure
that the connections on both the nozzle and machine are tight to prevent leakage. There
is also a nozzle LED; there is an electrical connection next to the CO2 OUTPUT to
supply power to the LEDs, if equipped. (NOTE: The CO2 output from the machine
should have a filter attached to it. If there is no filter inline it could clog the nozzle.
A nozzle clogged by the absence of a filter will not be replaced under warranty.)

Figure 2.3 - Machine End Effector Outlet Ports



Connect the AN6 or AN8 black nylon hose to the AIR INPUT on the nozzle. Connect the AN3
Stainless steel braided hose to the CO2 INPUT fitting on the nozzle. Ensure all fittings are tight
before operating the machine to prevent leaks. Install the nozzle LED cable to the Nozzle LED
bulkhead.

Figure 2.4 - End Effector Input Ports

The End Effector can be mounted via a Reliabotics supplied bracket or a bracket
supplied by the end user. In either case it is essential that the output “jets” of the end
effector are positioned in such a way as to contact the surface 30 degrees off vertical
as to “push” the contaminants in the direction of cleaning. The end effector can be
mounted to a stationary fixture, to have parts passed under it, or a moving system (i.e.
robot or gantry) that moves about a part. (Note: Specific nozzles orientations may be
advised depending on application, contact technical support if system is not cleaning as
desired.) (NOTE: The nozzle can create a static charge on itself and the cleaned
part, use caution when handling either immediately after cleaning.)

Figure 2.5 - Typical End Effector Installation



2.5 Remote I/O Interfacing

Similarly to local control, using the remote IO signals will mimic the start/stop/reset
buttons on the HMI. Before sending the start signal, verify no faults exist either locally or
by checking the remote ‘fault’ status supplied by the remote IO interface. Once a rising
edge on the start signal is seen, the machine will be put into ‘Preparing’ mode, once all
parameters are met for a certain amount of time, the machine goes into ‘cleaning’ mode.

Note: The start/stop is a dual purpose signal, on the rising edge of the signal, the
machine receives a start command. On the falling edge, the machine stops, so it is
important to maintain the start signal when starting the machine. A rising edge on
the fault reset will reset all alarms.

Note: In order to utilize remote control, a normally open (NO) dry contact rated for 24V
DC, 0.5A must be supplied. A NO dry contact is supplied for all machine status
with similar ratings.

Pin Description Pin Description Pin Description

1 Air OK+ / White 5 Fault+ / Green 9 Start/Stop+ / Red

2 Air OK- / Black 6 Fault- / Gray 10 Start/Stop- / Pink

3 CO2 OK+ / Blue 7 Cleaning+ / Orange 11 Fault Reset+ / Tan

4 CO2 OK- / Brown 8 Cleaning- / Purple 12 Fault Reset- / Yellow

Table 2.2 - Remote Control/Status Signals

Figure 2.6 - Remote Control Interface Diagram



3. Operating Instructions

3.1 Starting/Stopping

Verify no alarms exist, if any alarms exist, navigate to the ‘Alarms’ screen, determine
what alarms exist, correct the issue and reset the alarms. When pressing start from the
‘Idle’ state, the machine is put into preparing mode, once all essential parameters are
met, the machine will switch to a ‘Cleaning’ state. If the operator wishes to stop the
machine, a single press from the stop push button will take it from ‘Cleaning’ back to
‘Idle’

Figure 3.1 - Operation Sate Flow



3.2 Home Screen

The home screen displays the machine status, current recipe, and general feedback
information.

Figure 3.2 - Home Screen

The Status Bar will display one of the following machine states: Alarm Active (Fault), Idle,
Preparing, Cleaning.

The Navigation Buttons at the bottom of the screen can be used to switch to different screens
and are common throughout the entire interface.

The current Set Points can be seen on the top left and right corners as well as the yellow
markers on the gauges.

The Module Feedback sensor values can be seen in the middle of the screen.



The Start/Stop/Reset Button will adjust depending on the current status based on the following
table:

Status Bar Start/Stop/Reset Button

Alarm Active (Fault): Reset Button can be used to clear
current alarms. It is recommended to navigate to the alarms

screen to determine what alarm is currently present.

Idle: When no alarms are present, the machine is in an ‘Idle’
state. Press the Start Button to put the machine into the

Preparing state.

Preparing: The machine is preparing. This includes
outputting the proper flow and air temperature per the user
selected recipe as well as checking if the CO2 is in its liquid

state. Once all parameters have been achieved, the
machine will move into the ‘Cleaning’ state.

Cleaning: The machine is now in its ‘Cleaning’ state and
CO2 jets should be spraying from the end effectors,

pressing stop once will return to the ‘Idle’ state.

Table 3.1 - Status Bar



3.3 Alarms Screen

Upon receiving an alarm, please navigate to the alarms screen to identify why the
machine has faulted.

Figure 3.5 – Alarms Screen



Alarm
Conditions

All States Idle State Preparing
State

Cleaning
State

Air
Pressure

Alarm

Input air pressure is
below minimum

requirement.
(default: 50 psi, see

3.5.3)

Air
Flow

Alarm

Air flow is below
minimum heater air

flow requirement of 5
cfm

Air flow has not
reached set point
within preparing
timeout period.

(default: 60
seconds, see 3.5.6)

(default air flow
preparing

requirements: error
less than 10% for 1
second, see 3.5.4)

Air flow falls outside
of tolerance for a

period greater than
the cleaning timeout

period.
(default tolerance:
10%, see 3.5.4)
(default timeout

period: 10 seconds,
see 3.5.7)

Air
Temperature

Alarm

Air temperature is
above maximum

heater safety
temperature of 250°

Air temp has not
reached set point
within preparing
timeout period.
(default: 120

seconds, see 3.5.6)
(default air temp

preparing
requirements: error
less than 10% for 5
second, see 3.5.5)

Air temp falls
outside of tolerance
for a period greater
than the cleaning
timeout period.

(default tolerance:
10%, see 3.5.5)
(default timeout

period: 10 seconds,
see 3.5.7)

CO2
Pressure

Alarm

Input CO2 pressure
is below minimum

requirement.
(default: 600 psi,

see 3.5.3)

CO2
Flow

Alarm

Output CO2 pressure is below minimum
requirement.

(default: 600 psi, see 3.5.3)

CO2
Temperature

Alarm

CO2 temp/pressure does not indicate liquid
CO2 tolerance for a period greater than the

cleaning timeout period.
(default: 10 seconds, can be bypassed, see

3.5.7)

Table 3.2 - Alarms List



3.4 Recipes Screen

The recipe consists of two main parameters, the air flow rate and the air output
temperature. These parameters will be adjusted and fine-tuned on site during the install
to best suit the cleaning application. Up to 5 recipes (can be increased upon request)
can be saved and stored on the machine for future use.

● Recipe Number (min: 1, max: 5)
● Air Flow (min: 6 cfm, max: 40 cfm)
● Air Temp (min: 70° F, max: 200° F)

Press SAVE to save the new recipe values
Press RESET to restore previously saved values

Figure 3.4 - Recipes Screen



3.5 Settings Screens

3.5.1 Machine Maintenance
This screen shows the overall running time of the machine as well as two maintenance
counters:

● CO2 Filter: CO2 running hours since last performed maintenance. Reset only
after replacing CO2 filter. (see 4.1 Service Intervals)

● Heater: Heater running hours since last performed maintenance. Reset only after
replacing heater. (see 4.1 Service Intervals)

Figure 3.6 - Settings Screen - Machine Maintenance



3.5.2 Unit Selection
This screen shows unit selection options for data displayed on the home and recipe screens.

Press SAVE to save the new settings
Press RESET to restore previously saved settings

Figure 3.7 - Settings Screen - Unit Selection



3.5.3 Ready Conditions
This screen shows the minimum air and CO2 pressures required. The machine will not
start if the inputs are below these values.

● Minimum Air Pressure (default: 50 psi, min: 20 psi, max: 100 psi)
● Minimum CO2 Pressure (default: 600 psi, min: 600 psi, max: 1000 psi)

Press SAVE to save the new settings
Press RESET to restore previously saved settings

Figure 3.8 Settings Screen - Ready Conditions



3.5.4 Prep Conditions 1
This screen shows the minimum requirements to complete air flow preparation. The air
flow error must be below the max air flow error for more than the air flow stability time to
continue to the cleaning state.

● Max Air Flow Error (default: 10%, min: 0%, max: 100%)
● Air Flow Stability Time (default: 1 sec, min: 0 sec, max: 180 sec)

Press SAVE to save the new settings
Press RESET to restore previously saved settings

Figure 3.9 - Settings Screen - Prep Conditions 1



3.5.5 Prep Conditions 2
This screen shows the minimum requirements to complete air temperature preparation.
The air temperature error must be below the max air temperature error for more than the
air temperature stability time to continue to the cleaning state.

● Max Air Temp Error (default: 10%, min: 0%, max: 100%)
● Air Temp Stability Time (default: 5 sec, min: 0 sec, max: 180 sec)

Press SAVE to save the new settings
Press RESET to restore previously saved settings

Figure 3.10 - Settings Screen - Prep Conditions 2



3.5.6 Prep Conditions 3
This screen shows the preparation timeout periods used during the preparing state.
Alarms will be activated if the air flow or air temp are not stable within their timeout
periods.

● Max Flow Prep Timeout (default: 60 sec, min: 0 sec, max: 180 sec)
● Max Temp Prep Timeout (default: 120 sec, min: 0 sec, max: 180 sec)

Press SAVE to save the new settings
Press RESET to restore previously saved settings

Figure 3.11 - Settings Screen - Prep Conditions 3



3.5.7 Prep Conditions 3
This screen shows the cleaning timeout periods used during the preparing and cleaning
states. There is also an option to bypass the CO2 Temp Alarm that verifies if the CO2
input is in liquid state.

● Cleaning Timeout (default: 10 sec, min: 0 sec, max: 180 sec)
● Bypass CO2 Temp Alarm (default: false)

Press SAVE to save the new settings
Press RESET to restore previously saved settings

Figure 3.12 - Settings Screen - Cleaning Conditions



4. Maintenance

All Maintenance should be performed by either a trained end user or Reliabotics
technician. If services are performed by an untrained user the warranty may not be
honored.

4.1 Service Intervals

Part CO2 Nozzle Filter Propellant Heater Solenoid Valves

Hours of Use 2000 hrs of operation
or 1 year

4000 hrs of operation
or 2 years

4000 hrs of operation
or 2 years

Table 4.1 - Service Intervals



4.2 Spare Parts

Part Number Description Qty.

RBCEE-03-01-000 CO2 Output Filter 1

RBM1-02-00-000 PHM - Propellent Heater Module 1

Table 4.2 - Spare Parts List



5. Troubleshooting

Symptom Possible Cause Solution

The module does not power up

No 120V input power Check 120V input power is
present

Loose or damaged power cable
Verify power cable is properly
connected or replace power

cable

The main fuse may have blown. Replace fuse (check spare parts
list)

Faulty module Contact tech support

CO2 snow present after
machine is stopped Faulty module Contact tech support

Inconsistent CO2 nozzle output
streams Clogged CO2 nozzle Contact tech support

Air Pressure Alarm Input air pressure is below
minimum requirement.

Check air input pressure

Increase minimum air pressure
requirement

Air Temperature Alarm

Air temperature above maximum
heater safety requirement Contact tech support

Air temp error outside of
tolerance

Reduce air temp error tolerance

Contact tech support

Air Flow Alarm

Air flow below minimum air flow
requirement

Check air input pressure

Contact tech support

Air flow error outside of
tolerance

Reduce air flow error tolerance

Contact tech support

CO2 Pressure Alarm Input CO2 is below minimum
requirement.

Check CO2 input pressure

Increase minimum CO2
pressure requirement

Symptom Possible Cause Solution

CO2 Temperature Alarm CO2 input is not liquid Make sure liquid CO2 is



provided

Bypass CO2 temp alarm

Contact tech support

CO2 Flow Alarm Output CO2 pressure is below
minimum requirement

Check CO2 input pressure

Reduce minimum CO2 pressure
requirement

Contact tech support

Table 5.1 – Troubleshooting List



6. Contact Info

Telephone: (732) 791-5500

Email: support@Reliabotics.com

When contacting support, please include the unit serial number, your contact information, and
the reason for contacting with as much detail as possible.

mailto:support@Reliabotics.com


Appendix

6.1 End Effectors

Reliabotics (RSTG) is continuously researching and developing new and innovative
nozzle technologies; please inquire if there are needs for a custom end effector or to be
informed of upcoming releases.

6.1.1 CE1
This nozzle provides a high level of single point cleaning. For supplies, the machine will
need Air input at 85 psi (recommended: 100 psi for max efficiency) capable of 7
cfm and CO2 input at 850 psi capable of 4 lbs/hr. (Note: Nozzle images are for
representation only, designs are subject to change without notice.)

Figure 1.4 - CE1 End Effector

6.1.2 CE3
This nozzle provides a maximum cleaning width of 0.75”. For supplies, the machine
will need Air input at 85 psi (recommended: 100 psi for max efficiency) capable of
21 cfm and CO2 input at 850 psi capable of 12 lbs/hr. (Note: Nozzle images are for
representation only, designs are subject to change without notice.)

Figure 1.5 - CE3 End Effector

6.1.3 CE6
This nozzle provides a maximum cleaning width of 1.5”. For supplies, the machine will
need Air input at 85 psi (recommended: 100 psi for max efficiency) capable of 36
cfm and CO2 input at 850 psi capable of 24 lbs/hr. (Note: Nozzle images are for
representation only, designs are subject to change without notice.)

Figure 1.6 - CE6 End Effector


